Black Tie Grinders: The Best Grind You Can Find
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First off, we want to take a moment to thank you for your purchase! Here’s the
run-down on your new Black Tie Grinder.
Your Black Tie Grinder is a three compartment grinder made up of four pieces.
The four pieces come together to give you the best grind possible while meeting
your various needs when it comes to grinding herbs. The teeth, catchers, and
screen are all important parts of the grinder, and these high-quality components
will leave you with the best grind imaginable.

Black Tie Grinder Parts
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1. Lid- Look at the top of your grinder where you can pull off the lid. You’ll see
the Black Tie logo on the top. The lid pulls off with a slight tug, and contains
a set of 27 teeth arranged to interlock with the bottom set of teeth for the
finest grind you can imagine.
2. Magnet- The lid attaches by magnets in the middle of the grinding
compartment. You can pull it off easily, but it will stay put during your grind
and allow smooth turning as you go.
3. Grinder Compartment- The next section of the grinder is where you will
place your herbs. It contains 23 teeth that interlock with the teeth in the
lid, and will grind together as you turn the lid to grind your herbs.
4. Teeth- The 50 teeth in your Black Tie Grinder are made from strong
aluminum and are razor sharp for the best possible grind.
5. Filtered Catcher- Next in the layers is the filtered catcher. Here you can
obtain the herb pieces you ground through the teeth. This is the widest
compartment in the grinder, allowing you to grind an ample amount of
herbs before having to empty the grinder. This piece can be removed to
make your Black Tie Grinder easier to transport on the go.
6. Metal Sifter Screen – the screen covers the bottom of the catcher layer. It is
made of high quality metal and catches the bigger pieces while allowing the
finest herbs to filter through to the bottom.
7. Bottom Catcher-after the finest pieces of herbs fall through the sifter they
make their way into the final compartment, which allows for buildup of the
finest herbs over multiple uses.
8. Pollen Scraper- you’ll find the pollen scraper in the bottom compartment of
your Black Tie grinder. It will aid you in scraping the herb pollen from the
bottom layer.
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How to use your Black Tie Grinder
1. Pull off the lid, and place your herbs in the grinder section among the teeth.
2. Replace the lid. While holding the grinder in one hand and the lid in the
other, rotate the lid to grind the herbs. Give it multiple turns in both
directions to ensure a fine grind, turn at least 5 rotations. Feel free to lift
the lid and check on your herbs during the process.
3. Before opening the catcher portion, give your grinder a shake to even the
materials, and allow the finer portions to fall to the bottom, so you won’t
have any product fall out when you open it.
4. Screw open the catcher portions. The top catcher will contain your ground
herb product, and the bottom catcher will contain your finely ground herbs.
5. Enjoy a freshly ground tobacco for smoking, or herbs that can be used in
teas and on food!
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